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A Letter from E. D. Hirsch, Jr.
Dear Reader,
If you are going to be a Core Knowledge Preschool teacher or parent –
congratulations! The program is well tested and follows the most advanced consensus
in the psychological literature. Over the past decade, the Core Knowledge Preschool
Sequence has had outstanding success in preparing all children from the most to the
least advantaged for school.
Building on the experiences of the most effective preschools over the world, the
Core Knowledge program is not reluctant, any more than young children are, to start
the preliminaries of literacy, ethics, subject matters, and good manners, in a carefully
sequenced way. The most striking feature of the program is its definite content
curriculum including songs like “You Are My Sunshine,” traditional rhymes like
“Peter, Peter Pumpkin Eater,” well-known stories, including some from Aesop’s fables,
legends and stories about America’s past, and non-fiction books like Abe Lincoln and
Me, and “My First Farm Book,” and Let’s Read About Martin Luther King, along with
classical instrumental music such as Bizet’s Prelude to Carmen, Debussy’s “Cakewalk,”
Mozart’s variations on the tune for "Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star,” and works of art like
Mondrian’s Broadway Boogie Woogie.
This specification of definite content in a definite sequence has a triple purpose. It
builds knowledge and vocabulary; it makes children familiar with common touchstones
that other people in society know about; and it offers a systematic acculturative
shortcut for children who come from immigrant families and disadvantaged
circumstances to learn the same things that children from more advantaged
circumstances learn at home.
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One of the great advantages of a knowledge-based approach to the many skills a
preschooler needs to learn is that, although children vary greatly in the speed with
which they pick up fine motor and procedural skills, there is more uniformity in their
ability to comprehend and remember pictures, songs, and stories. So, although children
may be receiving individual attention in their procedural learnings, the class as a whole
can be moving right along in the building of knowledge and vocabulary.
The great advantage of the carefully sequenced Core Knowledge approach to
schooling in all grades is that knowledge builds cumulatively and engagingly from
week to week and year to year. Cognitive psychology has shown us that skills such as
creativity, imaginativeness, cooperation, and critical thinking are really knowledgebased skills. They depend on specific knowledge. And that is especially true of the
prime skill gained in preschool, which is language comprehension. A special strength
of the Core Knowledge program in all the grades is that it builds up knowledge and
language comprehension cumulatively year by year, starting in earliest years. It makes
optimal use of school time, which is next to children, the most precious commodity in
education.
Sincerely,

iv
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E. D. Hirsch, Jr.
Chairman, Core Knowledge® Foundation
Professor Emeritus, The University of Virginia
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Introduction

About This Book
The Core Knowledge Foundation has written this teacher handbook to help you teach the Core Knowledge Preschool
Sequence. The skills of the Preschool Sequence and the content of Teacher Handbook are based on research and best
practice in early childhood education. Throughout this book, the
01 icon is used to denote aspects of the Preschool
Sequence and Teacher Handbook that illustrate developmentally appropriate practice. This numeric portion of this icon
indicates the page within Developmentally Appropriate Practice in Early Childhood Programs Serving Children from Birth
through Age 8 (Copple & Bredekamp, 2009) on which you will find a corresponding statement about developmentally
appropriate practice.
In the sections that follow, you will be introduced to the other key elements of the handbook. Our purpose is not only to
guide you through the hand-book, but also to introduce you to some other significant resources and help you teach the Core
Knowledge Preschool Sequence to your class.

Organization of the Handbook
Each section in the Preschool Sequence and Teacher Handbook begins in the same
way. The following pages describe what you will find each section.

sample pages
Copyright
2009, Core Knowledge Foundation
Introduction
Subject Opener

The introduction to each chapter provides an overview of key ideas or content in
the chapter including the importance of the chapter content to the development of
young children.

Best Practices in Scientific Reasoning
Start With the Here and Now
We learn by connecting new information to what we already know. For
preschool age children, knowledge is often bounded by the here and the now.
They are just beginning to understand past, future, and things that are not “here.”
Effective teachers focus scientific exploration on topics with which the children
can easily relate (e.g., bodies of water geographically near them). Effective teachers
recognize that topics beyond the “here and now” don’t allow for realistic hands-on
exploration (e.g., dinosaurs).

Best Practices

Science Is Not Magic

Three best practices are provided for each content area chapter. These best
practices are informed by standards for, research regarding, and common practice in
early childhood classrooms.

A primary goal in science education is to provide children with a greater
understanding of the world in which they live. Effective teachers help children
develop an understanding of what is happening during scientific investigations.
These teachers also foster an understanding of the predictability and consistency
that occur when experiments and investigations are repeated. Using “magic” as an
explanation for scientific processes does not further children’s understanding of an
action or event. Many scientific concepts involve unseen forces. During the
preschool years, it is important to provide a foundation to support later
discoveries. Effective teachers focus on scientific facts, processes, and procedure
that can be demonstrated in a visual or concrete manner and can be repeated to
achieve the same results.

Chapter Sections
The Big Idea

Errors Are a Natural Part of Learning

I.

Investigation

The Big Idea documents the central idea of the section.

Science provides children with an opportunity to learn that it is OK to be
wrong. Within the scientific reasoning cycle, a prediction is made, an action is
taken,Observation
and the result of the action is observed and compared to the predicted
and
result. Often predictions are not upheld. When predictions are not upheld,
scientists ask, “Why?” Through this further investigation, scientists learn as much
from incorrect predictions as they do from successful predictions. Rather than
correcting children’s incorrect predictions and conclusions, provide additional
opportunities for children to see the same scientific concept at work. Talk with
children about how their incorrect predictions can be altered based on what has
Science
a systematic
approach
been learnedrequires
so far. Use mistakes
and incorrect predictions
as an to
opportunity to
foster children’s persistence!
investigation
and provides opportunities to introduce

The Big Idea

What Preschoolers Need to Learn
For each content area chapter or section, the learning goals from the Preschool
Sequence are presented. These broad goals comprise one or more individual skills
that are listed in the skills section of the chapter or section.

children to a variety of tools and their uses.
What Preschool Children Need to Learn
◗

Select and use appropriate tools

◗

Demonstrate use of the scientific reasoning cycle

Scientific Reasoning

What Children Will Learn in Kindergarten

What Children Will Learn in Kindergarten

◗

For each content area chapter or section a glimpse of topics that Core
Knowledge teachers will cover in the kindergarten year is provided. Clear understanding of these kindergarten goals allows preschool teachers to support a
smooth transition to kindergarten. Preschool teachers can clearly see, from this
viii

Science biographies
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Language of Instruction

Teacher and Children
act

plan

reflect

ask

predict

report

science
tool

build

describe

observation

record

construct

explain

observe

Teacher Only

Preschool Sequence and Teacher Handbook
Cross-Curricular Connections
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Oral Language

Storybook Reading

Visual Arts

I-OL7.1 Answer “what will happen if...”
questions.
II-OL7.2 Identify outcomes and possible causes.
I-OL4.4a Describe an event or task
that on is the process of completing.

II-SR4.3 Predict events in a story, i.e.,
what will happen next.
Oh Baby! Amazing Baby Animals (by K.
Hirschmann; Scholastic Core
Knowledge Preschool Library).

I-VA2.1 through I-VA2.8 Use various
tools and techniques in completing art
projects.
I-VA1.4a Demonstrate memory of
visual details by identifying what is dif6/25/09
ferent after a collection of objects
is

6:18:38 PM

information, how knowledge and skills developed in preschool become the prior
knowledge for continued learning in kindergarten. Careful consideration of the
kindergarten goals also offers preschool and kindergarten teachers a unique
opportunity to collaborate on joint projects with the older peers modeling skills
and knowledge for younger children.

I.

Investigation and Observation

The Big Idea
Science requires a systematic approach to
investigation and provides opportunities to introduce
children to a variety of tools and their uses.
What Preschool Children Need to Learn

Language of Instruction

Select and use appropriate tools

◗

Demonstrate use of the scientific reasoning cycle

◗

The words listed in this section include terms that knowledgeable and competent
individuals generally use to talk about the particular subject. While not comprehensive or exhaustive, the lists provide a starting point, a suggested sampling of the precise vocabulary to which young children should be exposed. For information on how
to use the language of instruction, see the Oral Language chapter.

Science biographies

Language of Instruction
Teacher and Children
act
ask

plan

reflect

science

predict

report

tool

build

describe

observation

record

construct

explain

observe

Teacher Only

Cross-Curricular Connections

Cross-Curricular Connections
The cross-curricular connections tables provide suggestions of skills or content from other subject areas that align with the content or skills of the current
chapter or section. The cross-curricular skills or content may be taught or
reviewed in conjunction with the skills or content from the current subject area
chapter. Children learn through a process of building schemas and connections
based upon prior knowledge. Children can only build these schemas through
connecting their current experiences with previous ones. In other words, prior
knowledge is the base or foundation on which new knowledge is constructed.
Effective teachers recognize when connections to prior knowledge can be made.
These teachers use cross-curricular connections to present related information in
a variety of situations and contexts.

◗

What Children Will Learn in Kindergarten

Oral Language

Storybook Reading

Visual Arts

I-OL7.1 Answer “what will happen if...”
questions.

II-SR4.3 Predict events in a story, i.e.,
what will happen next.

II-OL7.2 Identify outcomes and possible causes.

Oh Baby! Amazing Baby Animals (by K.
Hirschmann; Scholastic Core
Knowledge Preschool Library).

I-VA2.1 through I-VA2.8 Use various
tools and techniques in completing art
projects.
I-VA1.4a Demonstrate memory of
visual details by identifying what is different after a collection of objects is
examined, removed from sight, altered
and reintroduced.

I-OL4.4a Describe an event or task
that on is the process of completing.
II-OL4.4b Describe an event or task
that has already taken place outside the
immediate place and time.

4

II-VA1.4b Demonstrate memory of
visual details by playing
“Concentration” type memory games.

Preschool Sequence and Teacher Handbook
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At a Glance
The most important ideas from the chapter are listed in the At a Glance section.

Skills
The Skills section lists the Preschool Sequence skills for each content area. The
skills are divided into two levels representing the approximate developmental
abilities of three- to four-year olds (Level I skills) and four- to five-year olds (Level
II skills). Level I skills appear in the left column, and level II skills appear in the
right column. Within the skills table, the Critical
Skill icon is used to denote critical
skills. Critical skills are the most important skills to assess, as they provide the best
understanding of how children are progressing with the skills in the Preschool
Sequence.
The skill numbering convention includes:

At a Glance

The most important ideas for you are:
◗

◗

The steps of the scientific reasoning cycle
• reflect and ask
• plan and predict
• act and observer
• report and reflect
We select and use tools for a variety of purposes.

Skills
Level I
I-SC3.2a

Select and use scissors to cut straight lines.

II-SC3.1

Cooking: spoon, rolling pin, etc.: Select
and use appropriate tool to complete
a task.

II-SC3.2b

Cut: scissors: Select and use appropriate
tool to complete a task.

II-SC3.3

Join paper: stapler: Select and use
appropriate tool to complete a task.

II-SC3.4

Join fabric: needle and thread: Select and
use appropriate tool to complete a task.

II-SC3.5

Nail, join wood: hammer: Select and use
appropriate tool to complete a task.

II-SC3.6

Dig a hole: trowel, shovel: Select and use
appropriate tool to complete a task.

II-SC3.7

Water a plant: watering can, hose: Select
and use appropriate tool to complete
a task.

Goal: Demonstrate use of the scientific reasoning cycle
II-SC4.1

I or II, indicating level I and level II skills, respectively

Demonstrate use of the scientific
reasoning cycle.

Scientific Reasoning

Two uppercase letters, indicating the content area that includes the skill
A number, indicating the sequence or order of the skill within the domain

Level II

Goal: Select and use tools

CK_PK_TH09_Science_R5.indd 5
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Some skills end in a lowercase letter, indicating that this skill has both a level I
component and a level II component, a and b, respectively.
For example, the skill number I-OL9.18a is a level I oral language skill with a
corresponding level II skill (II-OL9.18b).
Introduction
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Introduction

I.

Oral Language Skills

Oral Language Skills in Investigation and Observation
The investigation and observation goals are well suited to addressing the following sample of oral language skills. For a
complete list of the skills in the oral language domain, see the Oral Language chapter.

Oral language skills are the foundation for literacy and social skills. Although
the Oral Language chapter includes a complete list of oral language, these skills
cross all content areas. Development of oral language skills and vocabulary can
be effectively addressed within the context of a variety of activities in all parts of
the classroom routine and across all content areas. For this reason, a subset of
oral language skills has been included in the chapters for each content area. These
skills were chosen for their suitability or relation to the content area covered in
each chapter.

Level I
I-OL2.1a
Critical
Skill

I-OL4.3a
Critical
Skill

I-OL4.4a

What Teachers Need to Know
This section provides you with background information about specific subjects.
Effective teachers recognize that the more background they have, the better able they
will be to guide children’s learning.

Investigation and Observation

II-OL2.1b

Sequence and describe three images of
events or phases of a single event that
have been experienced, occurring at
temporally distinct times of the day.

II-OL4.3b

Describe an event or task that one is in
the process of completing.

II-OL4.4b

Critical
Skill

Critical
Skill

Carry on a dialogue or conversation with
a child of approximately the same age,
initiating comments or responding to
partner’s comments.
Sequence and describe three to five
images of events or phases of a single
event, that have been experienced.
Describe an event or task that has already
taken place outside the immediate place
and time.

I-OL4.5a

Describe an event or task that one has just
experienced in the immediate past.

II-OL4.5b

Describe an event or task that will take
place.

I-OL5.1a

Give simple, single-step directions.

II-OL5.1b

Give simple, multi-step directions.

I-OL7.1

Answer “what will happen if...” questions.

II-OL7.2

Identify outcomes and possible causes.

Critical
I-OL9.17a
Skill

Use temporal words (today; before-after;
now; first-last; day-night; current day;
week).

Critical
II-OL9.17b
Skill

Use temporal words (today-tomorrowyesterday; always-never-sometimes;
before-after; now-immediate; first-last;
beginning-middle-end; then-next;
already; soon).

I-OL9.19a

Use spatial words (in-out; in front
of-behind; at the top of- at the bottom of;
under-over; in a line/row; up-down).

II-OL9.19b

Critical
Skill

6

Level II

Carry on a dialogue or conversation with
an adult, initiating comments or
responding to partner’s comments.

Critical
Skill

Critical
Skill

Use spatial words (there-here; in-on; in
front of-behind; at the top of-at the
bottom of; under-over; above-below; next
to-in the middle of; near-far; insideoutside; around-between; up-down; highlow; left-right; front-back).

What Teachers Need to Know

Cross-Curricular
Teaching Idea

Preschool Sequence and Teacher Handbook

Background
Preschool children do not always understand the concepts of living and
non-living. They may consider all non-living things to be “dead,” or they may
consider all things that move (e.g., cars, clouds, and video images) to be living.
Living things can move, reproduce, and grow. Through science exploration,
effective teachers ensure that young children understand the common characteristics of living things.

CK_PK_TH09_Science_R5.indd 6

Teaching Ideas
Included in the margins of each chapter are teaching ideas and cross-curricular
teaching ideas. The Core Knowledge Foundation does not require teachers to follow
any particular teaching strategy when covering the topics in the Prescchool Sequence.
The teaching ideas in the margins presented are only suggestions.

Spend one school day keeping a tally
chart of which senses were used
during each activity. After each of
the day’s activities, ask children to
reflect on which senses they used
during the activity. For example, ask
children which senses they used
during snack time, which senses they
used while they were out on the playground, and which senses they used
at the art table. At the end of the day,
count the tallies (or graph), and discuss which senses were used most
and least.

6/4/09 12:35:21 AM

Human Characteristics, Needs, and Development
People are a special kind of animal called humans. Humans, like other animals,
have needs. They need food, water and air. Humans have different body parts. These
body parts help us to see, hear, smell, taste, feel, and move.

sample pages
Copyright
2009, Core Knowledge Foundation
Scaffolding
The Five Senses

The color of a favorite toy, the sound of a baby crying, the scent of popcorn popping, the taste of orange juice, and the feel of the sand…everything young children
know about the world comes to them through their senses. Each of the five senses
uses a unique organ of the body to collect information and expand their understanding of the world.
The following information covers the five senses in more detail than preschoolers are expected to know. The information is provided to prepare teachers to answer

specific
questions that children
may have
regarding the five senses.
II.
Understanding
the Living
World

Scaffolding is a collaborative process between teacher and learner, with the
teacher initially providing high support and direction for the novice learner,
gradually decreasing assistance as the child gains greater mastery of a task.
Strategies for scaffolding skills and content from the sequence are discussed in
detail in the Scaffolding section of the Using the Preschool Sequence chapter.
Relevant scaffolding examples are provided for each content area within the
Preschool Sequence.

Sight

Scaffolding
Sight is one of the most important senses for finding out about the world around

Cross-Curricular
Teaching Idea
Have children practice playing catch
with a bean bag or large ball
(I-MC3.2a / I-MC3.2b) standing several feet away from one another. Allow
them to toss the bean bag or ball
back and forth several times. After a
few tosses, blindfold the children.
Ask them to try tossing the bean bag
back and forth again. Discuss with
the children what senses were used
when their eyes were covered and
which activity was harder to complete. For younger children, have
them sit on the floor and roll a large
ball instead or cover only one eye.

on aorgan
continuum
highPeople
support atuse
one end,
low support
at the
other end,every
and varying
levels
us.Scaffolding
The eyestrategies
is theoccur
sense
of with
sight.
their
eyes for
almost
activity,
of support in between. Although the examples below demonstrate only high support and low support, effective teachers adjust
from reading a book and watching television to building a block structure and climbsupport along the continuum to meet the needs of individual children.

ing the steps to the slide. Using sight, preschool children should be able to describe
colors, sizes, and other visual attributes of objects.
Materials
Effective
vary the
materials
they use
in order
to tailorrather,
tasks and it
activities
meetlight
each child’s
The teachers
eye does
not
actually
see
objects;
sees tothe
thatindividual
reflectsneeds.
off the
objects. Light particles spread out as they travel through the air; it is the job of the
Concrete to Abstract
cornea
and lens to bend the light rays entering the eyes to create a complete visual
Use of concrete materials provides children with more support than use of abstract representations. The examples below illusimage.
Lightteachers
particles
eyechildren
first through
through
the cornea,
theyto abstract.
are bent
trate
how effective
meet theenter
needs of the
individual
manipulation
of materialswhere
from concrete
toward
one another and passed through theAbstract
pupil to the lens. The lens bends the light
Concrete
Higheven
Support
Support
rays
closer and focuses the rays on theLow
retina.
The rods and cones of the retina
absorb
the light
particles
entering
andtothey
cells
to dramatic
send electrical
Use real classroom
pets to
allow children
to care for, the eye,
Pretend
care forcause
zoo animals
during
play.
observe, and record observations of animals and plants.
impulses
to the brain via the optic nerve. The optic nerve from each eye meets at the
Use real classroom plants to allow children to care for,
Set up the dramatic play area as a farm, garden center, or
observe,
observations
plants.split so that nerve
florist so
that children
care for
plants.
base
ofand
therecord
brain,
whereofthey
fibers
fromcaneach
eye
reach both sides
of the brain. The brain combines the visual information from each eye to create a
single
three-dimensional
image.
Fewer
Choices to More Choices
Offering fewer choices provides children with more support than offering more choices. The examples below illustrate how
effective teachers meet the needs of individual children through manipulation of the choices provided.

Assessment
Assessment takes place across all aspects of the daily routine and throughout all
elements of the Preschool Sequence. Each content area chapter in this handbook provides suggestions for “what to look for” and “when to look” to assess skills from the
content area.

Resources

Fewer Choices
High Support

More Choices
Low Support

Sequence photos and/or drawings of a baby, a child, and an
adult to represent the life cycle.

Sequence photos and/or drawings of a baby, child, young
adult, and an elderly adult to represent the life cycle.
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Different Choices

Different Choices
High
II. Support
Understanding

Assessment

Classify images of animals according to habitat or environment in which they generally live using more than one
“water” animal (pond, lake, river, ocean), more than one
domestic animal (farm animal or pet), and more than one
“woods” animal (forest, jungle).

Cross-curricular activities related to humans, animals, and plants provide many opportunities to assess children’s underPreschool
Teacher Handbook
standing ofSequence
the livingand
world.
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What to Look For
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During observations and investigations of living things and throughout other classroom activities, look for children to
demonstrate a growing understanding of the characteristics of living things.
Children should begin to understand the five senses and how each sense is used. Do children talk about what they taste at
snack time? Do children talk about sounds and characteristics of sounds (e.g., loud soft, long, short)? Do children use words to
describe how things feel (e.g., hard, soft, bumpy, squishy)?
Children should begin to recognize that not all living things move, that living things need water and air, and that living
things grow. Do children participate in the care of classroom pets and plants? Do children talk about their needs (e.g., hunger,
thirst, sleep)? Do children talk about their movement and imitate the movements of animals?

When to Look
Demonstrate an initial understanding of the living world: humans

• During Simon Says and other games, songs and fingerplays, observe whether children can name body parts.
• Look for children using their five senses during various classroom activities, including the sensory table, art, and meal time.
Ask them to describe how the activity feels, looks, or tastes.

• Listen for examples of children describing their needs (e.g., hunger, thirst) and discuss the relation of those needs to the
needs of other living things.

• Using photos of the children, either from home or from earlier in the school year, observe how children talk about the

passage of time and growth.
Demonstrate an initial understanding of the living world: animals

• Observe children while they care for classroom pets. Ask them to describe what they are doing and why.
• When children “care” for pretend animals (e.g., stuffed, puppet, plastic), during play, notice whether they are meeting the
“needs” of animals (e.g., providing food and water).

• Observe how children interact with living things (e.g., insects) that they find outdoors. Do the children discuss the movement or characteristics of the insect?
Demonstrate an initial understanding of the living world: plants

• Observe children while they care for classroom plants. Ask them to explain what they are doing and why.
• Point out and discuss the use of plants for various purposes (e.g., food, Christmas trees, flowers in a vase). Ask children

Preschool Sequence and Teacher Handbook

which parts of the plant are used for each purpose.

• Look for children to include plants and sunlight in their artwork. Ask children to describe the parts of the plants or needs
of the needs of plants in their artwork.

28
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Similar Choices

Low Support
the Living World

Classify images of animals according to habitat or environment in which they generally live using dissimilar habitats
like lake animals (but not river or ocean animals), farm
animals (but not pets), and forest animals (but not jungle
animals).
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to Similar Choices

Offering choices that are distinctly different provides children with more support than offering choices that have some
similarities. The examples below illustrate how effective teachers meet the needs of individual children through manipulation
of the similarity of the choices.

At the end of each subject area section are lists of some books and other resources that may be useful in teaching the skills of the content area. The resources listed
under “For children” are intended to be read aloud to children and made available to
children through their own choice. The resources listed under “For teachers” are
intended to provide teachers with examples and ideas for planning instructional
activities.
x
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Core Knowledge Resources for Preschool
In addition to this publication, the Core Knowledge Foundation offers a variety of resources for preschool programs and
parents of preschoolers.

For Teachers
Core Knowledge Preschool Assessment Tool (CK-PAT)
The Preschool Assessment Tool (CK-PAT) is designed to measure and document the individual progress of children in
Core Knowledge preschool programs. It enables teachers to enter data for each child and for each of the goals and objectives of
the Preschool Sequence. Assessment strategies include direct observation, portfolio collection, and assessment activity probes,
all with evaluation and rating criteria. The assessments meet the standards mandated by various state programs and by Head
Start. Reports and graphs for individuals, the class, or the entire center or agency can be generated with the click of a button.

Preschool Assessment Kit
The Preschool Assessment Kit includes printed copies of the Preschool Assessment Tool and assessment activites from the
rating criteria to assess each of the critical skills found in the Core Knowledge Preschool Sequence. The kit includes all materials
and manipulatives needed for assessment.

Preschool Daily Schedule Cards

sample pages
Copyright 2009, Core Knowledge Foundation
This set of nineteen colorful cards depicts daily activities in the preschool schedule designed especially for use by Core
Knowledge preschool programs. Activities portrayed include arrival, breakfast, circle time, small group time, read-aloud, cleanup,
outside play, lunch, rhythm and movement, and many more. Cards are printed on heavy-duty glossy paper for easy display.

The Stop and Think Songbook Social Skills CD

Fifteen lively and engaging original songs are designed to reinforce the Stop and Think approach and the Core Knowledge
early childhood social skills. Songs include “Stop and Think,” “Listening,” “Using a Friendly Voice,” “Following Directions,”
“Taking Your Turn,” “Answering a Question,” “Interrupting,” “Accepting Consequences,” “Using Brave Talk,” and “Asking to
Share.” Lyrics included with CD.

The Core Knowledge Social Skills Posters
These fourteen durable full-color posters complement the Stop and Think Songbook. The front of each poster shows preschool
children modeling specific social skills and lists the actions that are described in the songs. The back includes the lyrics of the
corresponding song. Although designed for the Core Knowledge preschool program, teachers in early elementary grades have found
the posters inspire good citizenship and social skills in their classrooms as well.

Core Knowledge Preschool and Kindergarten Music CD
Enlightened educators understand that a well-rounded instructional program introduces students to the masterpieces of art
and music that are part of our shared cultural inheritance. Core Knowledge makes available carefully selected musical masterworks
on CD for preschool and kindergarten teachers. The world’s greatest music, including quintessentially American masterworks of
blues, jazz, and musical theater, are offered in a convenient set for use by teachers and students.

Knowledge Tree Preschool Kits
These kits, aligned with the Core Knowledge Preschool Sequence, are available exclusively through Knowledge Tree. The kits
cover phonological awareness, read-alouds, oral language, math, science, social skills, movement and music, and visual arts.
Attractively designed to add dramatic visual appeal to the classroom, the kits contain books, flannel boards, story cards, posters,
magnetic boards, sound devices and musical instruments, play phones and play money, costumes, science tools, art supplies, and
many other aids to teaching and learning. For more information, call 1-800-331-0994 or visit www.theknowledgetree.com.
Introduction
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Introduction
Scholastic Core Knowledge Classroom Preschool Library
This library, available from Scholastic contains 40 titles (2 copies of each) that support the content areas of the Preschool
Sequence as well as popular thematic units for the preschool classroom. The teacher guide that accompanies the books includes
extension activities for each book aimed at developing vocabulary, phonological awareness, print knowledge, concept development,
and comprehension. For more information, call 1-800-724-6527 or visit www.scholastic.com/coreknowledge.

For Parents
What Your Preschooler Needs to Know: Read-Alouds to Get Ready for Kindergarten
Edited by E. D. Hirsch, Jr., and Linda Bevilacqua
If you are wondering how to get your child ready for kindergarten, this is the book for you. Beloved stories and favorite
poems—“The Three Little Pigs,” the African folktale, “Why Flies Buzz,” Jack Prelutsky’s tongue twisters—and many, many more
beautifully illustrated selections open new and wondrous worlds to children. Sidebars throughout the book help parents engage
the child by suggesting questions to ask, games to play, and connections to make. This is the latest addition to the well-known
series What Your K through 6 Grader Needs to Know that has sold over 35 million copies. Like other volumes in the series, it
encourages children to explore visual arts, music, history, and science. In this single volume children will encounter in the midst
of great fun, many of the cultural references and the background knowledge they will need for later reading success. Two
accompanying activity books make this read-aloud anthology an even more valuable resource for ensuring that children have
the nourishment they need at such a developmentally important stage.

sample pages
Book 1 for Ages 3–4 and Activity Book 2 for Ages 4–5
Copyright
2009,
Core
Knowledge Foundation
Edited by Linda Bevilacqua
and Susan
T. Hitchcock
What Your Preschooler Needs to Know Activity Books

Why not make picking up toys a fun number game? Need a child-friendly muffin recipe to go along with “Do You Know the
Muffin Man?” Can a visit to the grocery store provide your child a chance to practice speaking in full sentences? Can reading
“Goldilocks” together become a way to develop predictive reasoning skills? Do practicing simple line strokes get little hands ready
for writing? Can a treasure hunt for certain shapes and colors turn the dreaded museum visit into a delightful one? These colorfully
illustrated books can answer these questions and many more. Each volume has 25 weeks of activities sequenced to relate to the stories,
information, and skills presented in What Your Preschooler Needs to Know. The activities also align with the topics and skills covered
in the Core Knowledge Preschool Sequence used in outstanding preschool centers across the country. Both books take an enjoyable
approach to developing skills in the content areas of oral language, emergent literacy, math, science, social skills, music, visual art,
and movement and coordination, but Level 2 has more emphasis on activities leading toward independence and autonomy.

Beyond the Teacher Handbook: Some Additional
Strategies for Success
Although reading this book will provide you with the basic knowledge you will need to teach the Preschool Sequence, there
are many other things you can do to improve your teaching of Core Knowledge. Here are a few strategies we’ve learned from
successful Core Knowledge teachers and schools over the past decade:

Participate in Professional Development
The Core Knowledge Foundation provides a range of support services for those interested in implementing the Core
Knowledge Preschool Program. Professional Development is available in a variety of options. Call the Core Knowledge
Foundation to find out which option will work best for your school. A list of available professional development modules for
Core Knowledge preschools appears on page xiii.
xii
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Collaborate with Resource Teachers
If you have resources teachers—art, music, physical education, media and technology specialists, special education or ELL
teachers—work with them to enhance and connect their lessons and activities with the topics you are teaching. The most successful
Core Knowledge schools are the ones in which the curriculum is implemented and supported by all key staff members. These
schools frequently implement cross-curricular activities involving both classroom teacher and resource teachers targeting the same
content and skills.

Get Parents Involved
Look for ways to get parents and caregivers involved. Core Knowledge is a popular curriculum with many adults, not
only because it is academically rich, but also because it is very explicit. If you share the relevant sections of the Preschool
Sequence and/or your yearlong plan with the adults at home, they will know what is happening at school and may be able to
help you in various ways. Some may have knowledge of a particular subject that they would be willing to share with the
children; others may be willing to assist the teacher with classroom activities or to talk with children at home about the topics they have been studying at school. The Preschool Sequence and yearlong plan, when shared, can become a link that
enables parents, caregivers, and teachers to work together.

Involve Local Groups and Businesses
Businesses and other outside groups may be able to visit classes to talk about topics that relate to what they do, or they may
be able to donate services or materials. One Core Knowledge school in Texas contacted a local tile company when the school
was preparing to do a unit on mosaics. The tile company offered them thousands of bits of broken tile. The school got its
mosaic materials for free, and the company got a tax write-off! With a little creativity you can accomplish a lot!

sample pages
Copyright
2009,WebCore
Visit the Core Knowledge
Site Knowledge Foundation
The official Web site of the Core Knowledge Foundation, www.coreknowledge.org, contains a wealth of information about
Core Knowledge, as well as lesson plans, resources to build on, discussion forums, newsletters, and other teacher resources.

Attend the Core Knowledge National Conference
Held in the fall each year, the conference attracts several thousand Core Knowledge teachers who learn about Core
Knowledge, attend lectures and workshops on topics in the Sequence, and share instructional units and lesson plans.

Available Professional Development
Getting Started
This unit introduces participants to relevant research and theory, gives an overview of Core Knowledge, and provides
information on implementation of the Preschool Sequence. Some of the topics addressed include:

•
•
•
•
•

similarities and differences between the Core Knowledge Preschool program and participant’s own existing program.
features of a well-organized physical classroom environment.
features of a well-organized classroom schedule and routine.
effective transition strategies.
creation of complete lesson plans that incorporates the Core Knowledge goals and objectives, as well as address specific
activities for large and small group instruction, read-alouds, and center time activities.
Introduction
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Autonomy, Social Skills, and Work Habits
This unit introduces participants to relevant research and theory, identifies behavior management techniques, provides
information on teaching social skills and conflict resolution to young children, and helps the participant put it all together.
Some of the topics addressed include:

•
•
•
•

factors that affect social competence.
techniques for assessing children’s autonomy, social skills, and work habits.
successful group management techniques.
steps of the Stop & Think social skills approach and how to best teach the program to young children. Stop & Think is a
social skills training program developed by Project ACHIEVE.

• use of a “Peace Table” for conflict resolution.

Assessment and Planning to Address Children’s Learning Needs
This unit introduces the participant to relevant research and theory, introduces and instructs the participant in use of the
CK-PAT, and demonstrates effective assessment skills. Some of the topics addressed include:

•
•
•
•

characteristics of effective assessment for instructional planning purposes.
the assessment-instruction cycle.
use of effective direct observation skills in completing anecdotal records.

sample pages
•
Copyright
2009, Core Knowledge Foundation
Using Children’s Literature and Writing to Develop Language and Literacy Skills
various assessment and observation tools, including: focus questions, checklists, webs, participation charts, activity probes,
and portfolio collection.
use of the CK-PAT to gather student data, generate various reports, and plan for individual students.

This unit introduces participants to relevant research and theory, gives in-depth instruction on incorporating children’s
literature into the classroom, and provides the participant with skills for creating a print-rich environment. Some of the topics
addressed include:

• techniques for assessing children’s early literacy skills.
• steps used to teach a new nursery rhyme, poem, or finger play.
• steps of the STORY technique for reading fiction books to preschoolers; steps of the INFO technique reading non-fiction
books to preschoolers; and how to conduct morning message and language experience activities with preschoolers.

• developmental stages of writing.
• methods for scaffolding and facilitating journal writing.

Phonological Awareness, ABCs, and More
This unit introduces the participant to relevant research and theory, provides critical phonological awareness activities, and
provides instruction in the ABCs. Some of the topics addressed include:

• trends in reading achievement in NAEP data over the last ten years, as well as possible explanations for these results and
•
•
•
•
•
xiv

critical preschool literacy experiences that support early literacy.

techniques for assessing phonological awareness and letter knowledge.
materials and activities using music and sounds to increase general sound awareness.
materials and activities that build increasingly sophisticated phonological awareness.
skills in rhyming, blending, and segmentation of words, identifying initial sounds, and counting phonemes.
a sequence of steps, activities, and materials to teach letter names and sounds.
Preschool Sequence and Teacher Handbook
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Oral Language Skills
This unit introduces the participant to relevant research and theory, identifies listening materials and activities, and provides the participant with a range of talking techniques and strategies. Some of the topics addressed include:

• current research findings concerning the stages of early language development, factors influencing early development, as
•
•
•
•

well as the correlation of language competence to future academic success.
techniques for assessing oral language skills.
materials and activities to build receptive language skills.

techniques, materials, and activities to build narrative, explanatory, and predictive language, as well as vocabulary.
strategies for working with English language learners (ELLs).

Mathematics and Number Sense / Orientation in Time and Space
This unit introduces the participant to relevant research and theory and identifies and demonstrates how to plan and teach
math to preschoolers. Some of the topics addressed include:

• research findings on young children’s intuitive understanding of mathematical concepts and how this relates to classroom
•
•
•
•

instruction.

how preschoolers construct mathematical understanding.
mathematics, time, and space goals and objectives of the Preschool Sequence.
techniques for assessing mathematical, spatial, and temporal skills.

sample pages
Copyright
2009, Core Knowledge Foundation
Scientific Reasoning and Knowledge
materials and activities to develop mathematical reasoning skills.

This unit introduces the participant to relevant research and theory and identifies and demonstrates how to plan and teach
science to preschoolers. Some of the topics addressed include:

• the steps of the scientific reasoning cycle.
• techniques for assessing scientific knowledge and reasoning skills.
• key concepts and background knowledge necessary to teach the science goals of the Preschool Sequence (human physical

and sensory characteristics, needs, stages of development and life cycle; animal characteristics, needs, stages of development
and life cycle; plant characteristics and parts, needs, stages of development and life cycle; air; water; light).

• the types of language, questions, and strategies to be used by the teacher during each phase of the scientific reasoning
process.

• components of a coherent series of preschool science experiences/lessons, specifying activities and materials, on a selected
science topic from the Preschool Sequence.

Movement, Coordination, and Music
This unit introduces the participant to relevant research and theory, movement and coordination activities, and methods
for incorporating music into the classroom. Some of the topics addressed include:

•
•
•
•
•

basic elements of movement.
differences between free, modeled, and guided movement activities.
techniques for assessing movement, coordination, and music skills.
movement sessions that incorporate a variety of activities addressing the goals of the Preschool Sequence.
materials and activities that use music and sounds to increase sound awareness and discrimination.
Introduction
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Visual Arts
This unit introduces the participant to relevant research and theory, techniques for using a range of art media, and methods
of talking about art. Some of the topics addressed include:

•
•
•
•

developmental stages of children’s drawings.
techniques to document the development of children’s art skills.
techniques and activities using the following media: collage, painting, drawing, printing, sculpture, sewing.
works of art and artists included in the Preschool Sequence and describe preschool level art activities that could be associated
with each work of art.

• questions that can be used to encourage children to talk about their own art creations and the individual works of art in
the Preschool Sequence.

Fine-tuning Your Core Knowledge Implementation
This unit introduces participants to strategies to enhance their implementation of the Core Knowledge curriculum. Some
of the topics addressed include:

•
•
•
•
•

research regarding preschool play experiences and their support for language and literacy development.
guidelines for implementing a language- and literacy-rich dramatic play environment.
elements of center time that can be adjusted to foster concept development and sequence goals, objectives, and skills.
analysis of props and materials available at each center to determine how learning in each center can be enhanced.

sample pages
Leadership Training
for Administrators
Core Knowledge Preschools
Copyright
2009,
Core ofKnowledge
Foundation
activities to extend learning within each center and strategies to informally assess children’s progress during center time.

This unit is designed to provide preschool leaders and administrators with the knowledge and skills they will need to promote
and sustain implementation of the Core Knowledge preschool program. Some of the topics addressed include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

basic tenets associated with Core Knowledge as an educational reform model for preschool through grade 8.
strategies for evaluating the progress of implementation of the Preschool Sequence.
strategies for mentoring and providing support to teachers implementing the Preschool Sequence.
preliminary findings about the effectiveness of the Core Knowledge preschool model and implications for one’s own program.
strategies for aligning the Preschool Sequence with state and other standards.
potential obstacles to successful implementation of the Preschool Sequence and strategies for remediation of the obstacles.

How This Book Relates to the Sequence for Grades K-8
The skills and knowledge in the Preschool Sequence are designed to correlate with the existing Core Knowledge Sequence
for Grades K-8. The Preschool Sequence provides a solid, coherent foundation for the content that children will encounter in
kindergarten in a school following the Core Knowledge Sequence for Grades K-8.
In a few specific instances, the Preschool Sequence overlaps the content already in the Sequence for Grades K-8. Ideally, of
course, all children entering kindergarten would come prepared with the kinds of experiences and knowledge described in the
Preschool Sequence. But in reality this is not the case – thus, the occasional overlap. For your reference, please note that skills or
knowledge in the Preschool Sequence, also included in the Sequence for Grades K-8, are identified here by a skill number beginning with K (for kindergarten skills) or a (#) next to content titles, with the number in the parentheses designating the grade
level at which the material is included in the Sequence for Grades K-8.

xvi
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Mathematical
Reasoning and
Number Sense

I.	Patterns and
Classification
II.	Geometry and
Measurement
III.	Numbers and
Number Sense
IV. Computation
V. Money

sample pages
Copyright 2009, Core Knowledge Foundation
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Mathematical Reasoning and
Number Sense in Preschool
Young children seem to be naturally drawn to touching, manipulating, and
examining the objects they find around them.
171 The goals of this section
build upon this curiosity and desire to explore. In the context of experiences with
concrete objects and then with pictures, the child is asked to recognize similarities
and differences, classify objects and shapes, recognize and create patterns in
sequences of objects, and make comparisons among objects, using simple
measurement skills. Children are also asked to quantify small groups of objects, to
count and to demonstrate a basic understanding of addition and subtraction as
“putting together” and “taking away.” In each instance, the child is asked to move
from the concrete experience to representing knowledge symbolically using
mathematical language, such as “more than,” “less than,” “longer,” “shorter,”
number words (“three” and “four”), numerical symbols (“3” and “4”), and so on.
172 The Preschool Sequence addresses the areas of math recommended by
the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM), including Patterns and
Classification, Geometry and Measurement, Numbers and Number Sense,
Computation, and Money. The Orientation in Space chapter is devoted to spatial
language and relationships, and the Orientation in Time chapter is devoted to
temporal language and concepts which are a content areas also recommended
by NCTM.

sample pages
Copyright 2009, Core Knowledge Foundation
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Best Practices in Mathematical Reasoning
Mathematically Rich Environments
There has been much focus in the past decade on creating “literacy-rich” early
childhood environments. Mathematical richness is also important to the development of young children. A mathematically rich classroom environment includes
concrete manipulatives, like blocks, collections, and measuring tools, that allow
children to experiment with mathematical concepts such as quantity and number
sense, measurement, patterns, and computation. A mathematically rich environment also includes manipulatives like dominoes, graphs, and dice to support the
development of symbolic representation. A mathematically rich environment
includes numerals posted where children can see them. These visual displays
include real-world uses of numbers (calendars, graphs, schedules, recipes). Finally,
the environment includes materials, activities and dramatic play opportunities
that allow children to see how math is used in real-life situations like going to the
grocery store, baking cookies, or building a bird house.

sample pages
Copyright 2009, Core Knowledge Foundation
Engaging Higher-Order Thinking Skills
Activities that encourage children to problem solve, sequence, compare and
contrast, predict, experiment, and brainstorm engage higher-order thinking skills.
Using strategies and activities that engage higher-order thinking skills, teachers
can focus on and assess children’s understanding of a concept, rather than focusing on the instruction. For children, engaging higher-order thinking skills ensures
that they learn both the concepts and how to apply them.

Focus on Mathematical Language
171 Early childhood mathematics activities should also focus on the
development of young children’s mathematical language. Effective teachers
model mathematical language and engage children in the use of mathematically
relevant vocabulary during instructional opportunities and throughout the day.
The language of instruction sections in the Mathematical Reasoning chapter
provide examples of this mathematical language and relevant vocabulary. Many
children understand the underlying concepts during activities, but lack the
necessary language to explain their thinking.
172 Challenging children to
discuss their thinking and explain their problem-solving procedures helps them
expand their mathematical vocabulary and extend their conceptual
understanding.

Mathematical Reasoning
and Number Sense
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I.

Patterns and Classification

The Big Idea
Objects can be classified and sorted based on
various attributes, including size, color, and shape.
Children can recognize and predict patterns using
pictures and objects.
What Preschool Children Need to Learn
◗

Sort and classify objects or pictures of objects

◗

Duplicate and continue linear patterns

What Children Will Learn in Kindergarten
Patterns and classification
◗	Establish concepts of likeness and difference by classifying and sorting
objects according to various attributes
◗	Define a set by the common property of its elements
◗ Indicate items that do not belong to a set
◗ Recognize patterns and predict the extension of a pattern
◗ Extend a sequence of ordered concrete objects
◗

sample pages
Copyright 2009, Core Knowledge Foundation
Language of Instruction

Teacher and Children
classification

different

same

Classification
classify
color
property

Patterns

Teacher Only
 ath
m
mathematics

sort
the same as

pattern
continue the pattern
extend the pattern

At a Glance

The most important ideas for you are:

174

◗

Objects can be sorted and classified by attributes, including color, shape, and size.

◗

Descriptive language can be used to describe the attributes used to sort and classify objects.

◗

Objects can be compared and described as the same or different.

◗

Patterns can be created by alternating one or more attributes.

Preschool Sequence and Teacher Handbook
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Cross-Curricular Connections
Scientific Reasoning

Orientation in Time

Music

II-SC1.10 Classify images of animals
according to habitat or environment in
which they generally live: Lake/river,
ocean, farm, forest (woods), jungle.

I-OT2.1 Classify and describe images
of everyday activities according to the
time of day with which they are associated (day-night, morning-afternoonevening).

I-MU2.3a Imitate clapping pattern
sequences of no more than three claps/
pattern.
II-MU2.3b Imitate clapping pattern
sequences of at least four claps/pattern
that vary in tempo, number and length
of pause between claps, etc.

Skills
Level I

Level II

Goal: Sort and classify objects or pictures of objects
I-MR1.1a

Identify pairs of objects as the same or
different, with different pairs varying in
gross details.

II-MR1.1b

I dentify pair of objects or pictures as the
same or different, with different pairs
increasingly similar, varying only in one
or more minor detail(s) and with images
becoming more abstract, symbolic.

Given a sample object/pictures and verbal
description of the selection criteria, sort
objects/pictures according to a single criterion: Sort objects by color.

II-MR1.2b

Classify by color.

Given a sample object/pictures and verbal
description of the selection criteria, sort
objects/pictures according to a single criterion: Sort objects by shape.

II-MR1.3b

Classify by shape.

II-MR1.4

Given a sample object/pictures and verbal
description of the selection criteria, sort
objects/pictures according to a single criterion: Sort by size (small-medium-large).

II-MR1.5

Given a sample object/pictures and verbal
description of the selection criteria, sort
objects/pictures according to a single criterion: Sort by function.

II-MR1.7

Classify by size.

sample pages
Copyright 2009, Core Knowledge Foundation
Critical
Skill

I-MR1.2a
Critical
Skill

I-MR1.3a

I-MR1.6

Indicate whether an object belongs to a
given collection.

Mathematical Reasoning and Number Sense
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I.

Patterns and Classification

(continued)

Level I

Level II
II-MR1.8

Classify by function.

II-MR1.9

Classify by other conceptual categories.

II-MR1.10

Verbally label the single common attribute or characteristic of a group of
objects or pictures.

II-MR1.11

Verbally label the difference or criteria
used for classification of several groups
of objects or pictures.

Critical
Skill

II-MR1.12

Select an object or picture according to a
description that includes two properties.

II-MR1.13

Use the criteria along the horizontal and
vertical axes of a double entry table to
complete the interior squares of the table.

II-MR2.3

Continue a complex, two-color pattern of
objects represented by a pattern card.

sample pages
Copyright
2009, Core Knowledge Foundation
Goal: Duplicate and continue linear patterns
I-MR2.1

Duplicate a pattern of 6 -10 objects in
which one property is alternated.

I-MR2.2

Match objects arranged in a pattern
with corresponding pattern card.

Critical
Skill

I-MR2.4
Critical
Skill
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Continue a given pattern of 5 objects, represented by actual objects or a pattern
card, in which one property is alternated
(color, size, shape).
II-MR2.5

Represent on paper “in written form” an
alternating pattern of one property or a
two-color pattern.

II-MR2.6

Create and verbally describe a pattern of
concrete objects.
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Oral Language Skills in Patterns and Classification
The goals in this chapter are well suited to addressing the following sample of oral language skills. For a complete list of the
skills in the oral language domain, see the Oral Language chapter.

Level I
I-OL5.1a

Give simple single-step directions.

I-OL9.7

Point to colors: black, blue, brown,
green, orange, purple, red, white,
yellow.

Critical
Skill

I-OL9.8
Critical
Skill

I-OL9.9a
Critical
Skill

I-OL9.10a

Level II
II-OL5.1b

Give simple, multi-step directions.

Point to a circle, a square, and a
triangle.

II-OL9.9b

Point to a circle, a square, a triangle, and a
rectangle.

Name a circle, square, and triangle.

II-OL9.10b

Name colors: black, blue, brown,
green, orange, purple, red, white,
yellow.
Critical
Skill

Name a circle, square, triangle, and
rectangle.

sample pages
Copyright 2009, Core Knowledge Foundation
Critical
Skill

I-OL9.13
Critical
Skill

I-OL9.14
Critical
Skill

I-OL9.18a
Critical
Skill

I-OL9.19a
Critical
Skill

Critical
Skill

Point to sensory attributes (sweet-salty;
loud-quiet; hard-soft; rough-smooth;
hot-cold; wet-dry).
Use sensory attributes (sweet-salty;
loud-quiet; hard-soft; rough-smooth;
hot-cold; wet-dry).

II-OL9.15

Understand increasingly precise
vocabulary (adjectives-describing words).

Demonstrate understanding of spatial
words (in-out; in front of-behind; at
the top of- at the bottom of; underover; in a line/row; up-down).

II-OL9.18b

Show understanding of spatial words
(there-here; in-on; in front of-behind; at
the top of-at the bottom of; under-over;
above-below; next to-in the middle of;
near-far; inside-outside; around-between;
up-down; high-low; left-right; front-back).

Use spatial words (in-out; in front
of-behind; at the top of- at
the bottom of; under-over; in a line/row;
up-down).

II-OL9.19b

Critical
Skill

Critical
Skill

II-OL9.33

Use spatial words (there-here; in-on; in
front of-behind; at the top of-at the bottom
of; under-over; above-below; next to-in the
middle of; near-far; insideoutside; around-between; up-down;
high-low; left-right; front-back).
Give a detailed, sequential explanation of
how to do something so that the activity
can be carried out by another person.
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What Teachers Need to Know
Background

Cross-Curricular
Teaching Idea
The concept of sorting extends to
attributes beyond shape and color.
For example, have children sort letters and/or numbers made with similar features like letters with straight
lines (e.g., T, I, L, H) or letters with
curved lines (e.g., R, B, C, S). Sorting
or classifying based on these attributes will foster visual discrimination and children’s recognition of the
features of letters and the various
strokes needed to print them.

In our daily lives, we are constantly organizing and sorting items into groups.
We put all our crayons in one bin and markers in another bin. We put books on
one shelf and blocks on another. At home, we place some clothes in drawers, but
hang others in a closet. Identifying properties of objects and deciding which ones
belong in certain groups may seem very easy. However, these skills must be
developed and practiced at an early age. Children must learn the idea of “same”
and “different” and develop the ability to distinguish between various attributes.
Once they’ve mastered these skills, children can begin to recognize and even
predict patterns using pictures and objects with different attributes. These
fundamental concepts are vital to early mathematical development.

Classification
It is important for teachers to differentiate between sorting and classifying.
Sorting is a precursor to classifying. When sorting objects, only one attribute within
a collection is considered. For example, given a collection of blue, red, and yellow
blocks, a child can sort the yellow blocks. The child would find all the yellow blocks
in the collection and put them together, leaving the other blocks in the original
collection. There are always only two categories to sorting, items that possess the
attribute and items that do not possess the attribute. In the example above, the two
categories are “yellow” and “not yellow.”

sample pages
Cross-Curricular
Teaching Idea
Copyright
2009, Core Knowledge Foundation
Fill the sensory table with water
and float a piece of Styrofoam in the
water. Add plastic animals, fish, and
sea creatures to the water. Have the
children categorize the creatures
that live in the sea and the creatures
that live on land by placing the
“land” creatures on the floating
Styrofoam island.

When classifying objects, there may be several attributes or categories involved.
For example, to classify the blocks by color, a child would separate the collection into
several smaller collections, each containing blocks of only one color. There are always
two or more categories with classification. In the example above, the categories are
“blue,” “red,” and “yellow.”
Sorting is a precursor to classifying, and both sorting and classifying require the
ability to differentiate between same and different.

Patterns
Teaching Idea
Use two hula hoops to create a venn
diagram to visually depict sorting and
classification of objects according to
two patterns. For instance, in one
hoop place only circle tiles, in the
other hoop place blue tiles of any
shape. Help the children to see that
the blue circles belong in the intersection of the two hula hoops.
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The ability to recognize and analyze patterns provides children with the
foundation for later algebraic thinking. When patterns can be identified, order and
predictability can be used to make algebraic predictions and inferences that extend
beyond the available data (Clements & Samara, 2004).
When introducing the concept of patterns to children, begin with a simple
pattern that alternates only one property. Children can experiment with the concept
of pattern by duplicating an alternating pattern that has been created for them using
concrete objects like blocks, counting bears, or tiles. Children can begin to create
their own patterns by matching concrete objects to a pattern illustrated on a card.
Once they are proficient with matching the pattern, introduce the idea of extending
the pattern beyond the quantity depicted on the card and then extending a pattern
for which no pattern card is provided.
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Once children have sufficiently practiced using manipulatives and pattern cards
to recognize and extend simple patterns, introduce more abstract forms of patterning.
Drawing patterns or describing them verbally are more difficult tasks for young children because the pattern can’t be moved around. Remember that children should be
able to duplicate these abstract patterns before they can extend them.
From a purely mathematical point of view, there are no absolutely incorrect
answers to the question “What comes next in this pattern?” As an example, ask yourself what should come next in a pattern that starts out as ABC.
Should the next symbol be A, so that the pattern continues as ABCABCABC, or
should the next symbol be D, so that the pattern continues as ABCDABCDABCD?
There are many possible answers to this question. That is because, as asked, the question is ambiguous. It is important not to be too rigid about patterns. Allow children
the opportunity to explain their thinking, or carefully explain to them what the rule
for a particular pattern is.

Teaching Idea
Fill the sensory table with several
boxes of colored straws at the
beginning of the week. Tie four pairs
of scissors to the legs of the table and
allow the children to snip the straws
all week. As you interact with the
children at the sensory table, you can
make patterns with the straw pieces
or discuss their colors and lengths. At
the end of the week, move the cut-up
pieces to a table and string the
patterned straw necklaces.

Scaffolding
Scaffolding strategies occur on a continuum with high support at one end, low support at the other end, and varying levels
of support in between. Although the examples below demonstrate only high support and low support, effective teachers adjust
support along the continuum to meet the needs of individual children.

sample pages
Copyright 2009, Core Knowledge Foundation
Materials
Effective teachers vary the materials they use in order to tailor tasks and activities to meet each child’s individual needs.

Concrete to Abstract
Use of concrete materials provides children with more support than use of abstract representations. The examples
below illustrate how effective teachers meet the needs of individual children through manipulation of materials from
concrete to abstract.

Concrete
High Support

Abstract
Low Support

Use objects such as beads, counting bears, or blocks to create a pattern.
Classify colored objects such as counting bears or Unifix®
cubes using matching colored bowls. The color of the
bowls provides an additional cue (or scaffold) to support
children.

Create patterns on paper with paint, markers, or crayons.
Classify colored objects such as counting bears or Unifix®
cubes by moving the objects to separate piles.

Fewer Choices to More Choices
Offering fewer choices provides children with more support than offering more choices. The examples below illustrate how
effective teachers meet the needs of individual children through manipulation of the choices provided.
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Fewer Choices
High Support

More Choices
Low Support

Create patterns using two colors of buttons, beads, counting bears, or blocks.
Sort all the yellow blocks from a group that contains yellow
and red blocks.

Create patterns using more than two colors of buttons,
beads, counting bears, or blocks.
Sort all the yellow blocks from a group that contains yellow, red, and blue blocks.

Different Choices to Similar Choices
Offering choices that are distinctly different provides children with more support than offering choices that have some
similarities. The examples below illustrate how effective teachers meet the needs of individual children through manipulation
of the similarity of the choices.

Different Choices					
High Support					

Similar Choices
Low Support

Create an alternating pattern of red bears and blue blocks.
Classify a group of circle, square, and triangle tiles by shape.

Create an alternating pattern of red bears and blue bears.
Classify a group of square and rectangle tiles by shape.

sample pages
Copyright 2009, Core Knowledge Foundation
Many Cues and Models to Fewer Cues and Models

Offering many cues or models provides children with more support than offering fewer cues or models. The examples
below illustrate how effective teachers meet the needs of individual children through manipulation of the number of cues or
models provided.

Many Cues and Models
High Support

Few Cues and Models
Low Support

Create a pattern of green and yellow counting bears using
a pattern card that illustrates a pattern of green and yellow
counting bears.
Classify red, green, and yellow blocks by color using red,
green, and yellow bowls.

Create a pattern of green and yellow counting bears without a pattern card.
Classify red, green, and yellow blocks by color using
white bowls.

Ordered to Random/Unordered
Working with materials that are ordered provides children with more support than working with materials that are unordered. The examples below illustrate how effective teachers meet the needs of individual children through manipulation of the
orderliness of the materials.
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Ordered Materials
High Support

Unordered Materials
Low Support

Create a pattern of green and yellow counting bears
beginning with a pile of green bears and a pile of
yellow bears.

Create a pattern of green and yellow counting bears beginning with a single pile that contains both green and yellow
bears.
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Responses
Effective teachers vary the language they use and the type of responses they elicit, in order to tailor tasks and activities to
meet each child’s individual needs.

Receptive to Expressive
Receptive responses, such as nodding or pointing provide children with more support than expressive responses that
require children to verbalize a response. The examples below illustrate how effective teachers meet the needs of individual
children by altering the type of response expected.

Receptive Response					
High Support					

Expressive Response
Low Support

“Point to a bear that could come next in our pattern.”

“Tell me what color the next bear in the pattern should be.”

Feedback
Effective teachers vary the specificity and timing of the feedback they provide, in order to tailor tasks and activities to meet
each child’s individual needs.

sample pages
Feedback at Each Step to Feedback at the End
Copyright 2009, Core Knowledge Foundation
Feedback provided at each step of a multi-step task provides children with more support than providing feedback only at
the end of the task. The examples below illustrate how effective teachers meet the needs of individual children by altering the
frequency of the feedback provided.

Step-by-Step Feedback				
High Support					

Summative Feedback
Low Support

“That’s right. A green bear comes after a yellow bear. What
color comes after the green bear?”

“Good job! You created a pattern of green and yellow
bears.”

More Specific to Less Specific
Specific feedback helps children to clarify or expand their knowledge. The examples below illustrate how effective teachers
meet the needs of individual children by altering the specificity of the feedback provided.

More Specific
High Support

Less Specific
Low Support

“You put all the triangles together, and all the circles
together, and all the squares together. You classified the
tiles by shape!”

“Good job! You classified all the tiles by shape.”
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Assessment
What to Look For
Young children begin to sort and classify in their play at an early age. They may stack all the blocks in one pile and all the
toy animals in another. Keep an eye out for children sorting and piling. Through interaction and modeling, you can help them
extend these concepts to classifying. Look for children engaged in play with collections of all sorts (e.g., buttons, blocks, counting bears, crayons, pretend food) and notice whether any categories exist in their organization of the collection.
Children may need some exposure to the concept of patterns. Look for children to use repetition in their play and work
products. Through interaction and modeling, you can help them transition from repetition to patterning. Look for children
engaged in art and drawing activities involving colors or shapes and notice the repetition and patterning strategies they use with
these materials. Look for children engaged in play with collections (e.g., buttons, blocks, counting bears, beads) and notice
repetition and patterning in the organizational strategies they use with these materials.

When to Look
Sort and classify objects or pictures of objects
• Look for and discuss children piling and sorting at the manipulative and block centers. Do children have organizational
(or sorting) criteria for their piles? Can children separate one particular type of an item from all the others (e.g., remove
all the blue Unifix® cubes from a multi-colored pile)?

sample pages
Copyright 2009, Core Knowledge Foundation
• Center time cleanup requires sorting and classifying on a daily basis. Watch how well children sort and classify during this
task. Do they put all the Legos® together and all the counting bears together? Do they put markers with markers and
crayons with crayons? Do the toy dishes go on the dish shelf and the toy food in the food bin?

• Set up sorting activities at the dramatic play center. Can children sort the laundry? Can children sort mittens from gloves?
Can children categorize forks from spoons? Can children sort and categorize pretend groceries on the shelves?

Duplicatve and continue linear patterns
• Look for and discuss patterns in children’s artwork. Have they used colors or shapes to create a pattern?
• Look for and discuss the pattern of the daily schedule. Do you do the same things in the same order each day? Can children
identify what will come next in the schedule pattern?

• Once you have progressed to a monthly calendar, observe how well children extend patterns as you use one symbol, shape,
or colored cut out for odd days on the calendar and another symbol, shape, or colored cutout for even days.

• See if children can line up in a pattern during transitions. Can the children create a boy-girl-boy-girl-boy pattern or a
taller-shorter-taller-shorter-taller pattern as they line up?

• Look for and discuss patterns in music and movement activities. Although they are more abstract, patterns can be created
from sound (e.g., loud-soft-loud-soft-loud) and movement (e.g., hop-jump-hop-jump-hop).

Resources
The titles listed below are offered as a representative sample of materials and are not a complete list of all resources.

For children —

• Pair of Socks, by Stuart J. Murphy and illustrated by Lois Ehlert (HarperCollins, 1996). When socks go missing, you have to be able
182
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to recognize their patterns to find their mates. Paperback, 40 pages, ISBN 0064467031. Knowledge Tree Core Knowledge Math Kit.

• Pattern, by Henry Arthur Pluckrose (Children’s Press, 1995). A photographic journey depicting patterns are found in the
things around us. Paperback, 32 pages, ISBN 0516454552. Knowledge Tree Core Knowledge Math Kit.

• Patterns, by Samantha Berger and Daniel Moreton (Scholastic, 1998). A photographic journey of patterns in the world
around us. Paperback, 16 pages, ISBN 0439045967. Knowledge Tree Core Knowledge Math Kit.
For teachers —

• More Than Counting: Whole Math Activities for Preschool and Kindergarten, by Sally Moomaw and Brenda Hieronymus.

(Redleaf Press, 1995). Math games and activities for the early childhood classroom. Each lesson includes sample questions to
develop the lesson concepts and extension ideas. Paperback, 244 pages, ISBN 1884834035. Knowledge Tree Core Knowledge
Math Kit.

• Much More Than Counting: More Whole Math Activities for Preschool and Kindergarten, by Sally Moomaw and Brenda
Hieronymus. (Redleaf Press, 2002). “This remarkable sequel to More Than Counting is the perfect resource for those
interested in providing a developmentally appropriate math curriculum for young children. The unique blend of theory and
practice makes this a perfect text for the preschool and primary classroom teacher as well as for the teacher-in-training. The
authors' considerable knowledge of child development and pedagogy has enabled them to provide suggestions and strategies
which will permit all children to have opportunities for constructing mathematical concepts.” (Ellen Lynch, Asst. Professor
of Early Childhood Education, University of Cincinnati). Paperback, 308 pages, ISBN 1884834663. Knowledge Tree Core
Knowledge Math Kit.
• Show and Tell: Representing and Communicating Mathematical Ideas in K-2 Classrooms, by Linda Schulman Dacey and
Rebeka Eston. (Math Solutions Publications, 2002). “This useful and compelling book demonstrates how students in
kindergarten through grade 2 deepen their mathematical ideas and understanding when they are encouraged to represent
and communicate their thinking. Numerous classroom vignettes and reflective comments provide a model for how ''show
and tell'' can enhance teaching and improve children's learning. The many examples of student work will inspire teachers to
adopt such an approach.” (Amazon.com Product Description). These lessons may need modification for the preschool
classroom. Paperback, 240 pages, ISBN 0941355500.

sample pages
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• Showcasing Mathematics for the Young Child: Activities for Three-, Four-, and Five-Year Olds, ed. Juanita V. Copley.
(National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 2003). “Written for all teachers of young children, this book illustrates
activities that promote early mathematics development for children ages three to five and "showcases" mathematics for the
young child. The thirty-five activities in this book are distributed into five content areas: number and operations, geometry,
algebra, measurement, and data analysis. The content areas are connected by a continuing story, "Hanny the Honey Bear
Discovers the World of Mathematics in the Big Zoo." Teachers can use this book to help themselves teach mathematics, learn
mathematics, and most important, "listen to children think!"” (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics). Paperback,
192 pages, ISBN 0873535553.
• The Young Child and Mathematics, by Juanita V. Copley. (National Association for the Education of Young Children and

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 2000). “This engaging, accessible book opens our eyes to young children's
extensive math interests and abilities. Consistent with both NAEYC guidelines on curriculum and assessment and the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Principles and Standards for School Mathematics, the book's lively
vignettes and teacher-tested ideas will convert even those who proclaim, "I don't do math!" Copublished with the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM).” (National Association for the Education of Young Children). Paperback, 186
pages, ISBN 0935989978.

• Unifix Math Activities, Book 1: Precounting, Early Counting, Addition by Don Balka (Didax Educational Resources, 1987).
Activity descriptions and blackline masters for using Unifix blocks for a variety of concepts, such as classification of colors,
patterning, conservation of quantity, one-to-one correspondence, sets and counting, ordering, beginning addition and
subtraction. Paperback, 60 pages, ISBN 1885111002. Knowledge Tree Core Knowledge Math Kit.
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